Our Richeson Signature Pastels are appropriate for every level of skill and creativity. They are versatile, vibrant, and well-made. They are perfect for all paintings from sketching to the final touches.

We are bringing you three different types of pastels to complete your selection.

The soft handmade pastels offer a consistent application without crumbling as some softer pastels do. The soft round pastels help you create broad smooth strokes or fine details. The Richeson Semi-Hard Pastels are perfect for underpainting and have great flat edges for shading.

**Foundation Sets**

These pastel sets are the perfect blend of functional drawing tools. Each set contains:

- 12 half sticks of handmade pastels
- 12 half sticks of medium-soft pastels
- 12 half sticks of semi-hard pastels
- 2 squares of professional grade white and black
- 1 charcoal pencil
- 1 kneaded eraser
- 2 stumps
- 1 chamois
- 1 pencil sharpener

**A. Half Stick Sampler**

Set of 18

Assorted colors

NUMBER 427340

**NUMBER 427350** Portrait

**NUMBER 427351** Landscape

**NUMBER 427352** Basic
Richeson Signature Pastel Racks
Once again Jack Richeson is giving you options to help use your floor and shelf space for optimal selling opportunities! Our displays can accommodate any space you have available and each hold 120 colors. They are attractive, functional and really showcase these great products. They are available for all pastels in either a Flat Shelf Unit or a Spinning Counter Unit. You have the flexibility to determine what is best for you!

Flat Racks
- **Semi-hard Square Pastel Flat Rack**
  - NUMBER 425500
  - Contains 12 each of 120 colors of semi-hard pastels.

- **Round Pastel Flat Rack**
  - NUMBER 426500
  - Contains 6 each of 120 colors of medium-soft pastels.

- **Handmade Pastel Flat Rack**
  - NUMBER 424500
  - Contains 3 each of 120 colors of handmade pastels.

Spinning Counter Racks
- **Semi-Hard Square Pastel Spinning Rack**
  - NUMBER 425501
  - Contains 12 each of 120 colors of semi-hard pastels.

- **Round Pastel Spinning Rack**
  - NUMBER 426501
  - Contains 6 each of 120 colors of medium-soft pastels.

- **Handmade Pastels Spinning Rack**
  - NUMBER 424501
  - Contains 3 each of 120 colors of handmade pastels.

Ultimate Spinner – Uses 2 Square Feet of Floor Space!
Spinner is a compact way to display 120 each Richeson Hand-Rolled, Medium-Soft, and Semi-Hard Pastels using only two square feet of floor space! Holds a total of 360 pastels.

- **NUMBER 427455 FILLED**
- **NUMBER 427450 EMPTY**
Richeson Pastels can be ordered by using the following prefix and the last three numbers listed under each color.

424... Handmade Soft Pastels (order in qty of 3)
425... Semi-hard Pastels (order in qty of 6)
426... Medium-soft Pastels (order in qty of 6)
Richeson Handmade Soft Pastels

- Superior lightfastness, professional quality
- Create broad smooth strokes or fine detail
- 33% larger than most pastels on the market
- Full-size stick: 2-3/4” x 5/8”
  Half-size stick: 1-3/8” x 5/8”
- Perfect for velvety finish work
- Offers consistent application without crumbling
- Superior selection – 120 colors available in sets of 6, 18, 24, 36, 48, 72 and 120

Full Stick Sets
Sets of 18
NUMBER 427319 Assorted
NUMBER 427320 Portrait
NUMBER 427321 Landscape
Sets of 36
NUMBER 427322 Assorted
NUMBER 427323 Portrait
NUMBER 427324 Landscape
Set of 72
NUMBER 427325 Assorted
Sets of 120
NUMBER 427326 Assorted

Half Stick Sets
Set of 6
NUMBER 427505 Assorted
Sets of 24
NUMBER 427515 Assorted
Set of 48
NUMBER 427520 Assorted
Sets of 120
NUMBER 427530 All colors
Richeson Signature Pastel Sets

- Superior lightfastness, professional quality
- Full-size stick: 2-3/4" x 1/2"; Half-size stick: 1-3/8" x 1/2"
- Perfect for the middle layers of a painting
- Offers consistent application without crumbling
- Superior selection – 120 colors available in a variety of sets

Richeson Semi-hard Square Pastels

- Superior lightfastness
- Perfect for under painting
- Size: 3-5/8" x 1/4"
- Flat edge for shading
- Will sharpen to a point
- Offers crisp, hard edge without crumbling
- Superior selection – 120 colors available in sets of 12, 18, 36, 72 and 120

Full Stick Sets

Set of 15
NUMBER 4290150 Assorted

Sets of 30
NUMBER 4290300 Assorted
NUMBER 4290301 Landscape
NUMBER 4290302 Portrait

Sets of 45
NUMBER 4290450 Assorted
NUMBER 4290451 Landscape
NUMBER 4290452 Portrait

Set of 60
NUMBER 4290600 Assorted

Set of 120
NUMBER 4291200 All colors

Half Stick Sets

Set of 6
NUMBER 4280060 Assorted

Set of 15
NUMBER 4280150 Assorted

Set of 30
NUMBER 4280300 Assorted

Set of 45
NUMBER 4280450 Assorted

Set of 60
NUMBER 4280600 Assorted

Set of 120
NUMBER 4281200 All colors